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Cher lecteurs,
Welcome to the second issue of
the New Marieposa Zeitung (for merly the Mariposa Zeitung &
EFF).We are as of
this writing on the
brink of what may
be World War .
Are Færies politi cal? Jein!
It never occurred
to me when I took
on this role as MpZ
editoress, that I
would also be deal ing with the dead
and
obituaries.
Indeed this issue of
MpZ is infused with
Life (& death). I am
now reassured by
this issues theme «Infinite
Possibilities» as a positive,
encouraging and wonderful
frame of reference for realities
we ALL must confront. With this
issue the death of «the
Duchess» [Harry Hay] who has
served as a force within the
Radical Færie realities/move ment(s)/lifestyle(s). A special
extra MpZsection(and down load) has been made for com memorating his life and death for
those of you that may want to
keep it as a separate document
or share it with friends. I have
included our personal reflections
and obituary for the sake of
archiving.
A former subject of the Queen
Royal Elizabeth II, who had
defected to the Duchess less
than 5years ago, has also
departed, unexpectedly. The
Mistress of «Chateau ‘Nuff». I
have included a reportage by
two Fæ London sisters in mourn ing.
It seemed appropriate to have a
meditation piece in this issue
which may serve as a grounding
element as we explore our rela tion to the «Infinite Possibilities»
of the finite lives within the shells
we currently use as body. One is
included as a grounding element
for Albstedt 3 the second may be
found in the HHay special extra
section.
In this issue you’ll find a short
article from the Dutch speaking
Færies by Trixy (Amsterdam
NL). We’ve all been wondering
about these Gurls and their
recent activities and frequent
messages on EffTopica. Its
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wonderful to see such regional
energies
such
as
the
Rheingoldfæries and now the
(Dutch speaking-with no name
yet) Færies.
The previous sea son’s MpZ (The
RêsErection Issue)
contained
Dutch,
French, German and
English and I hope
this will continue. I
encourage you to
submit
your
thoughts articles and
so on in your mother
tongue as well as
E n g l i s h .
Eduard/Eunice will
now be writing a reg ular column for each
issue of the MpZ in his area of
expertise and affection "Herbs".
Previous newsletters had such
wonderful regular columns such
as Oving’s the Court AstrologerIn our new form we look forward
to some regular columns such
as that. I await your thoughts,
proposals. and submissions
In this past quarter the
"Gatherettes" section illustrates
some of the varied activity by
their participants or organizers.
In the spirit of our brother-sister hoods I have included gatherette
notes and images from Asia
(including Australia) and the US.
The Gender issue that has been
raised in the last year or so
among the EuroFæries and so I
have included some testos terone to the mix with comments
from 4 anonymous Færies in
hearing range of the gender
workshop held at Terschelling 8.
No (male) EuroFæries have
been willing to write on the sub ject extensively-but these few
non-participating gurls had some
interesting and questionable
observations. I have also placed
an interesting cyber link URL on
the bulletin board worth reading
from a (girl) Færie’s perspective
(as was our last issues commen tary).
The previous MpZ "RêsErection
(Double)Issue" was my first
experience as a newsletter
Editor and graphic director-It
arrived with some errors. which
this issue will try to correct. Your
direct involvement and submis sion makes this archival endeav or richer. Please send your
comments/letters and "sub -

[continued on next page]

Winter/Spring 2003
Paris:Pesephone
Spring Ritual
Paris France May4
contact: Efthimios@aol.com
Berlin Camping
Gatherette
date to be announced
contact: Cocopierre & Fanta
Sweatlodges in Germany
contact:Franzouska
Summer 2003
«Magic» Gathering
Terschelling NL. July14-25
contact: Efthimios@aol.com

2 British born Queens:
Fær-E-nuff & the Duchess
are Dead.
See page23-24 and MpZ X-tra

Corrections to Vol.2 No.1 The
RêsErection (Double) IssueP.15 Col.4 top photo: "Herve"
P.17 Col.3
Top:Philip and Natik
Above:Stefan and Merlin
Below:Stefan and Dirk
P.22 Photo of dVyne by Kwai
P.23 Col1-3 "Suck Slave" text
by Annelize
P.23 Col.4 continuation of
astrog article should have read:
"…it IS. *[English Translation
from the Dutch by Cindy von
Protocol.]
P.28 Photo by Uncle Markie

EuroFæries is a non-profit
organisation registered in the
Netherlands. Our long-term goal
is to establish a permanent færie
sanctuary on the European
continent, and any surplus raised
from the gathering fees, and from
our fund-raising auction at the
gathering, will be donated to the
faerie land fund.
Eurofæries
P.O. Box 2721
1000CS Amsterdam
Netherlands
www.eurofaerie.org

missions" (and donations).
The next (Spring) issue of MpZ
«The Magic Issue» will explore
MAGIC, the theme of next sum mers’ Terschelling gathering
(see Efthimios’ first of a 2 part
essay
in
this
issue).
Conventional
magic,
daily
magic, sex magic and more will
be explored. Please send me
your thoughts, potions, rituals
and reflections on MAGIC by
Thurs May 15,2003.

girl! The exhilaration of my

first d.Vyne! ah, you know how to
swim in the North Sea ... ask the perineum. The postcard
That Amazing Gathering ...And the and the ButtPage are perfect

was also not taken by Annelize... it
was

taken

by

the

Fæ

Uncle Markie from Seattle.

tasteful Eurofaerie logo covering

Still, thanks for the interview and i
liked some of the things you
accentuated in the text.
love and blessings...

my massive member... I love it.
And I love your editor's note at the
beginning. The newsletter is just
so rich, one really has to commit to
taking it in! There's so much great
stuff in there! And Julian wrote in
such a wonderful and vulnerable

CocoPierre, Editor

you play

way. I love the way

with words and colors and font
sizes... It works to make those
copy-heavy pages readable. The

cocopierre@eurofærie.de

search for Sanctuary was the

dominic...vine

most complete report I've read
about all this. Good to see. The

Tue, 5 Nov 2002 03:15:49h
DVine Dear,
thank you for your corrections. It

stuff

on

ritual

(including

euroFÆRIE
SHOCKED BY
SECRET
MOON(ING)!
Shock

This is purely conjecture, not rumor.Færie-logic suggests that that

indeed be “moon’ worshippers.
This remains an unsolved MYSTERY! Inquisitive færies might
have to perhaps look through
past issues of the MpZ or recognize these cheeks to resolve
the mystery of the Celluloid
Moon Assault!
FærieAnonymous gives this
advice:
Always speak to an astrologer
before every gathering (moon
cycles) and Be careful where

the model’s elicit

you

appalled to
find some photos she ‘had not’
taken herself!! We presume that
this ‘act’ of exposure was done
in tandem with 1 or more partners. Unless the modeling færie
had a talent for posing with her

ASS in the air while pulling a

Vine here.. the

mag [MpZ] was funny to look
through but I feel I must correct a
few things: the picture of me used
next to [illustrate] the porn story
[Bills&Moon
for
BeginnersChristine Moon] was not taken by
Annelize. It was photographed by

Kwai and i

am sure he would like the credit...
you can see the rest at
http://www.queerarts.com/kwai/do
minic
secondly

the

Dear BBSuch nice words cuming from
the covergirl of the ‘RêsErection’
Issue. Indeed beauty, fun and
perfect endings have been a
goal that I believe most
(euro)færies share with our radi cal færie brethren. Thank you
for the thoughtful responses.
Your involvement throughout the
process makes this ‘your’ project
as well. We all thank you for your
contributions. Now , SUBMIT
SOME MORE!
kisses from CCP

reaching

færie) she was

the American færie

BubblingBanana

Those are the facts! But.. rumor
has it that the perpetrators may

home after T7Gathering.When
developing her film (several
months later-she’s a low budget

Hey Coco,

Love,Sun,20Oct2002

mind behind the unsolicited
celluloid “Mooning” .

A rather inattentive færie with an
inexpensive little camera which
he habitually misplaced about 30
times had a

endings!
23:25:31

Jesus/cross

/green lepord skin bikini picture

string connected to the shutter with her right toe and making an estimate with the focal length between

the lens and her anus.

photographer may have been the master

was a fun project to undertake, it
was much fun on my part to look
through so many pictures for the
sake of ‘research’. I should remind
the Faes that the interview yoga
photo and Buttpage photo are
indeed by the creative Annelize
---CCP

Trish Trash’s

letter) was

I am in awe of the amazing and

great... This is how we learn. Page
after page of the MPZ is so amazing! I haven't had a chance to read
it all yet, but there's not much fluff
in it. Lots to chew on. And lots of
great pictures. Dee Tour peeing in
the field! All the varied voices.
Songs!
Recipes.
Minutes.

beautiful creation that you did

Trachten! Love the

with Die Mariposa Zeitung!
(I remember when I first visited
German-speaking countries, being
appalled that newspapers
would begin with the word
“DIE"!) So, what can I say

of the rituals, and the photos... The
reprinting of the calls and the gathe
r
i
n
g

Dearest Cocopierre,

about the cover? You got it,

Diagrams

Afterthoughts...And,
that Christine!
3

oh,

And what an interview with

put your camera .

And a brief- sweet note from
Eunice in the Netherlands who will
be writing the “Herbs” section of
the MpZ.

“Cocodear”,
downloaded

the

Just

newsletter.

WOWWWwwwww,
Looks just great!! 32 pages reading ahead. Thanks so much. I am
sure it is going to give the færie
movement a new stimulance.

Eunice

xx
14:40:43

Tue, 05 Nov 2002

PUFF! Magic!
Whaaaaaaat?

So what exactly is

Magic?

And how can we make a Færie
gathering come alive with it?
One thing we can say about it is
that it is not impersonal. Behind
every magical occurrence there
seems to be something or somebody that is creating the magic.
There is a will. A conscious will
to harness magic powers and
introduce their effects into the
world of normal (non-magic)
existence. Magic is therefore set
apart from things that occur naturally and impersonally. We can
see nature as a realm in which
all the billions of natural chemical and physical processes
impersonally occur and we can
regard it all with the cool analytical and investigative eye of a
scientist or we can choose to
see it as a realm of magic created and motivated by divine (and
willful) gods, spirits, and entities.
We can see our Universe as an
environment bound by laws and
rules that are immutable or we
can be certain that the laws and
rules that govern our Universe
can be bent and broken at will by
the divine practitioners of magic.
But what is the effect of magic?
The effect of magic—whatever
the spectacle it creates—is that
exact suspension of accepted
(natural) rules. This can occur at
any level where rules exist. It is
magic if you walk on water but it
is also magical when you break
a social rule that seems
immutable. In the suspension of
an accepted rule the practitioner
of magic can create a space
where possibilities blossom and
the opportunity to grow and
evolve materializes.
Seen this way, a practitioner of
magic is an outlaw (could the
allure of magic be far from the
allure of criminality?). An outlaw
who opens the sealed surface of
a Universe bound and stitched

together by rules and who in that
opening shows us how rules
have taken hold of our potential
and held it tight until it has ossified. Magic gives us the feeling
that everything is possible after
all and that, therefore, we are
much more powerful and full of
potential than we realized—that
we are magical.
Yet that Universe out there (or in
here) where everything is possible is immensely frightening too.
All of a sudden we may realize
that the rules we have lived with
for so long were protecting us.
Protecting us from those who
would use magic to harm others,
to gain power over others and to
greedily accumulate all the
resources for themselves. Black
magic. Do we want magic at a
Færie gathering if it includes this
possibility?
When this question arises, two
other notions become important:
fear and trust. Do we risk
becoming vulnerable in order to
reap the benefits of magic? And
here we come to one of the central functions of a Færie gathering: the creation of Færie safe
space. A space in which magic
can safely happen. A space in
which we can trust and learn to
trust. A space where each Færie
can explore the spiritual paths
down which magic takes him or
her. A space also where darkness can be experienced without
fear of it taking control and taking over.
I think this is our work as Færies:
to create Færie space in which
magic can happen safely and
meaningfully.

----Efthimios
Next issue : PART II
Magic
at
the
Magic
Terschelling gathering
[Please send your comments
and thoughts on Magic for the
next MpZ Spring Issue. CCP]
<Lanai&Peaches,Julie,Dandelin
e,Efthimios,Fierfis,Habibi’ding,
Sofiane,Cocopierre,HeyHey
Wicky Mars(i am)
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Tangerine Terry, Efthimios, Bubbling Banana,Ric, HeyHey Wicky Mars(i am), Lanai,Karl of Albion
Eurofaeries, Ahoy!
Wow! A 13-day gathering! Quintessence Heavenly bodies even my
own feels heavenly. I’m in Love. With the power of Færie co-creation. Limerance? My reality’s turning upside down.
It was an honor to be asked to be one of the convenors of the
Gathering, along with Dee Light (formerly known as Dee Tour) and
Habibi’ding. It felt to me like Dee Tour handled many of the logistics,
registration, calls, etc (including making sure the tough issues like

gender

weren't swept under the rug)... Habibi held the overall
space, took care of whatever was needed, and modeled the important task of letting go to see the island after years of being tied to Die

Wierschuur ... And ( I) Bubbling Banana served as a resource on
history, ritual, music and Færie lore, as well as practicing listening
and being present to support the Gathering in any way possible.
Here’s what I wrote when I got to Terschelling, during the days before
the gathering began:
I’m here to learn
I’m here to teach
I’m here to listen
I’m not here to preach
I’m here to cleanse
I’m here to play
I’m here to see
In a deeper way
I’m here to circle
I’m here to square
I’m here to hear
I’m here to there
I’m here to hang on
I’m here to let go
I’m here to stretch
I’m here to flow

time I’ve heard a Christian version of the Goddess chant!) made for
a very intense two weeks.
Can you imagine speaking in heart circle in a language that’s not
your

Mother Tongue?

music behind their words. Sometimes words were translated,
other times, not. Being present required better listening than we
usually do in the States.
Leadership was truly shared. Different Færies stepped up to cook
meals, clean up, host workshops, lead heart circles, lead rituals, host
fashion or talent shows. I sensed that this was new, that other
Eurofaerie gatherings had been more organized by one small group.
Of course, there were those who wanted more rules? and more who
wanted fewer. There was the delicious mixture of time alone, time

1-on-1, and time in community (much more of each than can
happen in a 5-to-7-day gathering).
The space did not always feel private. It sits between the
heavily-touristed part of the island and the part that is a
Nature Preserve. Consequently, there’s a steady flow
of people walking by on the beach, and curious
cyclists gawking up the driveway to see what’s
going on at the legendary retreat center (where
Dutch youth are known to have parties).
Of course there were issues that came up gender, alcohol, times for silence (or for drumming),
cleanup, whether or how one Færie’s «trip»
should affect the whole gathering. Some people
came and went, which seemed a bit disruptive.
But for the most part, it was Færie community
creation at its

Who in their right mind
Would have thought
Forty-five far-flung faeries would fit
In a brick sheep-shearing shed
On a sandy island in the North Sea
Dancing the contradictions’
Their own, and each other’s
Beating their bounds and opening
them up
at the right time
Falling in a ditch, laughing, picking
themselves up
Getting naked and screaming, red
wig streaming, into the sea
Fathoming fathers
Telling one he’s loved

best,

in a

gorgeous

(though

often cold) setting with an amazing mix of magic

And all those I did, and more.
I loved the coming together of different cultures.
The Færie energy was definitely the same we feel at
gatherings in the U.S. But issues of communication (partly
because of different languages) and cultures (it was the first

Terschelling 8

Many people did this very well. Others

spoke their mother tongue, and the rest of us got to listen for the

and spontaneity.

From a cell phone in heart circle
Cooking faerie feasts without an
oven
And cleaning up with hot water
from the pay showers
Bicycling to explore
Island haunts and habitats,
Dunes and forests,
Beaches and secret pleasure spots
Opening to emotions, personal and
group
From bitchiness to sadness
Courage to fear
Anger to forgiveness
Ambivalence to fire-jumping
In the Sacred Grove
Singing songs of soaring seeds

Bubbling Banana
Seesawing in the rain
Mistaking space cake for pound
cake
Asking for initiation and getting it
Presence, presence pussy and
cocks
Gender bending, cumming in the sun
Dancing with the shawl
Walking up the dike with saintly halo
Sitting round the altar
Circling, crouching, cavorting in the
Waddensee
Dancing the contradictions

- BB Ha
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VAGINAL
MONOLOGUES
FÆRIE No.1
As you

remember

well, I

couldn't have been present at
the Gender workshop all along,
so I can only

share

reden werden einige denken. So
habe auch I ein name-ritual wohl
einigen Færies übergestülpt.
Doch was passiert damit?
What will happen? Either die
Færies nehmen dies konstruktiv
auf, or sie lehnen es ab. Both is
gut ! You are good !

bits and

pieces. My personal feeling was
that nothing sensible could have
come out of it anyways –Alas C
however set on speaking out her
opinion C might be, was outweighed by the whole circle of
men, whose minds were distracted by the moans in "upper
Manhattan".
Had it been the case of a lively
discussion with

WO-MANquestion brachte und

The

at least 3 or 4

women, I would have pulled my
brains together! :) As a newbie, I
could not possibly put my finger
on what it was that made participation of women at such gatherings wanted or UNwanted. The
extremes were not spoken out,
so it was not polarized enough to
stir up

productive

argu-

mentation. The only one that I
remembered that came close,
was the line when someone told
"women are welcome at our
gatherings but

ONLY

on

Eurofaeries terms".
No one objected, it seemed

there also is shadow.

guys swallowed the statement hook-line-and-sinker. How
oral of all of us. The fact the ultimatum was obviously a

dox

para-

was overlooked and we

went on about how wonderful it
was that we had a woman

brightening

our days at

Teschelling. Which
untrue, I personally
one

of

most sincere

was not

owe

her
the

moments of

empathy, when she sang at the
auction.
FÆRIE No.2
In terms of

the gender

workshop, here's my take:
Brilliant, my dear! (of you to ask
for a perspective from above)

FÆRIE No.3

bubbling, we could hear a slowly-coalescing workshop on gender beginning *below... In the
distant background, from our
mattresses on the floor of Upper
Manhattan, we heard a few people talk about how important or
unimportant gender was.... And
heard a slightly soused voice
say that if women were to come
to gatherings, "it must be on our

from making any commentary on
the gender workshop during her
upper manhattan experience.
We wish her well.
FÆRIE No.4
Es war schon ziemlich Færie-

con-

und oben (To p) auch ein

trol..Etc." And shortly after that,
we all lost control ...

Gender-workshop stattfand - nur
endete dieser eher "physiologisch". Hingegen der untere
mehr "psychologischer" aussah.
Ich würde gerne mal ein bodyelektric-erlebnis mit Frauen verbringen. Aber alles hat wohl
seine
Færie-time! Einer
Gruppe etwas überzustülpen
makes no sence in my eyes.
Nun habe ich vielleicht gut

terms...We must be in

Færie No.3 has

Gender-workschop

Hopefully
providing
a
musical/spiritual/sexual

symphony

to

help

the gender discussion go

were

and as we began cuddling and

abstained

like, als unten(Bottom) der

finishing our forward.
Body Electric workshop,
We

bringt

etwas ins Rollen, in Bewegung,
in motion and that is what we all
want - to be in dynamic! In
FÆRIE-DYNAMIC!!
Wenn die time gekommen ist,
dann werden wir auch gatherings haben mit WO - MEN ! I am
looking forward. Ich möchte
diese disscusion auch dafür
nutzen etwas allgemeines (generally ) sagen zu können. Wir
sind nicht nur Færies. Es sind
auch elfs, fauns, gnoms, angels
ect. under us, unter uns. Und
nicht alle "Menschenkinder" die
zu uns stoßen sind auch nur
irgendetwas davon. Darüber
sollten wir uns alle im Klaren
sein. Dort wo Licht ist , ist auch
Schatten. There where it is light,
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stattfand

Doch

ohne dem Einen, kann das
Andere nicht existieren. Ich mag
almost alle Færies, die ich bis
jetzt getroffen habe. Trotzdem
oder gerade deswegen habe ich
problems too.Wenn wir auf
einem High-Level of Færieenergy uns auch unsere
Shadows zeigen können und
diese an und mit uns erlösen,
nähren und weiterentwickeln kommen wir dem FÆRIE-SPIRIT näher.
That energy we all create and
find in gatherings will uns mit
noch viel mehr beschenken. The
Færie-spirit will tell you something !
Also Hände auf und Herzen !

See that
girl, watch that szene ,
your are the dancingQUEEN !!
Open your Hearts

Færies living in The
N e t h e r l a n d s
search for regional
identity
[from effTopica, a call for naming
the growing stronger Færies in
the House of Orange” CCP]
Euro Færies unite...!...They like
to, they need to and they enjoy
it, but at the same time they
struggle between a need to hold
on to their mother's tongue, to
really speak from their heart,
when united in circles, their
country connected identities and
that wish to connect on a international level.
When it finally comes to a getting to know each other, people
become more aware of their own
identity, whether it is a group of
uniting countries ( former soviet
union, europe,) or a diverse
group of boys and girls..with
spiritual interests. And the need
to come together in smaller
national oriented circles grows...
Lately, the dutch based færies
expressed a desire to distinguish
themselves from the general
addressed euro færies, in order
to be able to announce local circles and gatherettes.
A few suggestions:
BollenFæries (bulbFæries)

TulpenFæries (TulipFæries)
Seagull Færies ( see girls)
Dutch dykes
Dutch circle
Polder Færies
Holland Færies ( I like that
one..) it's sooo strait.....dutch
directness..no beating around
the bush kind of attitude... ( or do
we need to beat around Bush..a
little more..) Low Landers, or
Lowland færies....Hey , why not
"Highland Færies..? fleeing for
rising waters towards the highlands.....also, hanging into a
higher state of mind..
May we have the votes and / or
suggestions from the national
and perhaps the international
jury.
xxEduard (o.k.u.t.n.a. Eunice)
[Some feel that perhaps just the
Dutch speaking Færies should
decide ‘their own’name. i tend to
be in accord. –please note that
Deetour has begun a dutch
speaking Newsgroup] ccp
(? DairyFaeries ? ):
A dutch language newslist
[dairyfaeries@topica.com] for
dutch speaking circles, worldwide.
to join send eMail to>
deetour@eurofaerie.org

HERBAL SOULS
Thinking about

this Newsletter’s theme

[infinite

Possibilities] and how to make an herbal connection, more than one
plant comes to mind. To reach the highest ranking, they compete,
push and almost fight to get the most attention. No, this is not the
way I should approach this subject - a broader gesture is needed, so
as to cover the

infinite possibilities of medicinal

plants and their almost infinite power to cure, for instance. Also,
how they assist our bodies in their self healing processes, by stimulating and activating parts of our brain and other inner organs. But

by Eduard

An herbal garden. Where i did some practical work, last sum mer harvesting poppies, no not for opium, but for an herbal tea
to treat cold symptoms and cough
where to start, for Heavens sake? Maybe I should tell you about the
unknown, magical and ritual use of mind- altering herbs and the infinite number of plants that are not subject to the prohibition such as
our delightful, yet pitiful Miss Mari Juana...? Then we can laugh about
the foolish and short-sighted legislation against the smoking of her
blossoms, which only seems to support crime, and learn of alternatives, such as how to make adventurous trips fueled by the seeds of
Morning Glory or Wormwood, Wild Lettuce or maybe Thorn Apple...?
Well, if you insist I will tell you, but I rather would like to introduce you
to a more spiritual high that might last longer than a couple of hours...
a state that only can be achieved if we all place ourselves at the
same level, and no longer as number one; humans, flora and fauna
in their environment as equals, approaching plants with openness
and sincere attention, as living beings, observing their beauty as a
totality, without being distracted by a single striking flower, or a leaf
so velvety soft, but like loving a person for his or her personality;
completely... This is where it starts, the so-called "herbal connection":
observing, connecting and finally loving the whole thing. Maybe that
's what gives people, in which company plants seem to thrive so
exceptionally well, "them green fingers".
Just like humans,

plants have preferences when it

comes to choosing close partners. This chemistry, symbiosis sometimes, that works like an invisible partnership, influences growth and
good health. Since the middle ages a well-known phenomenon
amongst roses and herbs ( sage, thyme and lavender), they flourish
in each others company. As
humans we have our preferences too, not only towards
each other, but also when it
7

comes to connecting with specific medicinal plants. Beneficial
preferences which first need to
become the basis of our awareness, before they are to be
developed.
In animals though,
maybe because they are not distracted by too many mental disturbances, this quality appears
to be naturally present. They feel
very accurately how and where
to reach out for herbal help. My
dog knows exactly which type of
grass to chew on when he is
effected by abdominal pains.
Fine intuition and instinct make
him sensible for the right vibration. Herbivores in the animal
world are constantly making
choices and plant connections in
order to obtain the right nutritional, protecting and healing ingredients. Even insects, like honey
bees always go to the same kind
of poplar tree, in order to obtain
an oily plant sap that works in
their colony as an anti septic
agent and which keeps the hive
practically disease free.
For every disease there
is an herbal remedy. A wave
length or vibration that resonates
with an organ or body part. Inner
and outer resemblance, vibrations effected by the sun, moon
and the planets. Helpful in finding your own herbal connection
can be your astrological sign and
the major planet connected to it.
Mars (Aries) herbs for instance
have red or blue-ish flowers and
often thorns or bristles. A bitter
taste and a rich fragrance..!
Many plants generate
an amino acid called glutamate,
indispensable for internal communications. Humans also produce glutamate, which serves as
a chemical messenger in the
brain. There are countless ways
in which plant-generated chemicals are connected to human
receptors. There was a time, billions of years ago, before plants
and animals evolved in different
directions, where genetic links
between different species were
much more closely related. They
are still there, somewhat fragile
maybe in today’s material and
physical reality. But by opening
up, being susceptible the connection gets stronger, to form the
beginning of a personal plant
soul relationship. An inspirational, lasting and above all,
healing experience..
Are you still single ?

Eduard

(o.k.u.t.n.a. Eunice)
. Winter 02/03

Dutch Delight Some of you
have reacted on my emails in Dutch through
the eff-topica newsgroup list. Curious what this has
been about? Well ….. I personally felt that we Dutch Færies were

sleeping in between gatherings and I felt the need to

other more if we want. Last January the 12th we met at
Jan Hendrik’s place. JH had organized more of a program
with a guided meditation going into a heart

circle. After that he
led us into two exercises, proving that you can trust your instincts
more if you are willing to listen to them. That you explore your
psychic abilities even if you don’t think you have them. In couples we gave each other a reading and then a healing.
Personally I liked the reading the most, because I found it
the most fun to do and the "result" more evident to see.
We are planning already more meetings. Upcoming on
Sunday February 9 at Eduard’s place in Zeist and
Monday evening 3rd March at Anna-Lize/Jan’s new home.
It is Jan’s birthday but also coinciding with the special date

do something about that. Personally I also felt the

contact with Dutch Færies
and to communicate in my own language.
So I initiated a first all Dutch (speaking)
need to be more in

on October the 5th, 2002 in the new home of
Dreamweaver/Simon. We were with seven Færies

YES we spoke Dutch

03/03/03. Only for practical reasons I’m planning to start a

in the heart circle. The Dutch born girls all expressed their

new all-Dutch-topica-list. Not to separate things. Not to separate the
united-Euro-Færies. NO NO NO, just for practical information, which
I should not be on eff-topica. Personally I hardly read eff-topica,

(including two non-natives); and

delight

at being able to speak in our mother tongue. Everyone liked the idea
of getting together more often, to be more in casual contact with each
other besides the wonderful times you can have at Gatherettes and
Gatherings.
How can we incorporate that feeling more
into your daily life? Most of the Færies had been going through big
changes in their lives or were about to do so. I was about to move
myself, and was happy to invite everyone on the 17th of November
to my new home. Both Gatherettes we mostly needed to catch up.
Apparently we hardly talk to each other during the international gatherings, therefore the ‘necessity" proved that we need to

meet each

because it is too much,

too too much. I am too busy and feel that

I have too little time. I need just the practical stuff and not too much
else, however funny and beautiful it sometimes is.
Don’t I sound that I need a vacation? Well, I am going to Lanzarote
(Canary Island) in the first week of February. So I will be missing the
next Dutch circle in Zeist. If it comes to a all-Dutch-topica-list we’ll
give short reports/messages to the general eff-topica list. Non-Dutch
Faeris are - of course - welcome too, but I feel we need to talk more
in our own delight language. Zéér veel Love

-----Trixy
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ing to other Færies doing
Equinoctial things but it was a
good exercise in Faerie flexibility.
Next evening, Tinkerbell, Lula
and Marga set it free.

Autumn Equinox
and Dgi-Dgi
Note: This Autumn Equinox
occurred at 4.55 GMT on the 23
September.
Tinkerbell facilitated a ritual that
extended over two evenings (22
& 23 Sept.) to span the equalday-equal-night period of the
Autumn Equinox. It was to have
been hosted by Nuff at her
Chateau, but, as he wasn’t at all
well (see Nuff insert), we gathered at Villa Lula instead - this
being Funday 22 September at
8.30 pm - to do our Alchemy of
making a Dgi-Dgi disc.
We made a beautiful disc at Villa
Lula. There were 8 of us - Lula,
Max, Marko and Philippe, myself
and three co-habitors from
Lula's community, Marga, Jackie
and Lana. Alas, no Nuff. We
didn't get in our usual meditation, visualization and connect-

A worldwide gathering of the
tribe for a celebration of the life
and work of Harry Hay....a
shared moment across the
planet in which we can see that
we, indeed, are a people -- a
people of magic, power, and
faerie dust
On November 24 in the
Americas
and
Europe
(November 25 in Asia and
Australia) we ask people to gather around the world simultaneously, create sacred space, and
meditate on Harry's life[a Call,
received on our eff Topica

Making a Dgi-Dgi

disc

involves melting two wax discs in
"The Cauldron of Being." One
represents the Sun,

Masculine

The amazing technicolour Dgi-Dgi Disc (photo:Tinkerbell)
Post Script
Just over two weeks later on the evening before Nuff's funeral (see Nuff
insert), Spin, Lula, Marga and Tinkerbell had a meditation for Nuff and dedi cated the disc to his memory. In the normal course of events, Nuff would
have been involved in its making and this would have been the third disc to
have been made at Chateau Nuff. Spin and Lula took a feather from each of
the three feather boa's in the centre of the room to set on his coffin next day
as a quiet token from each of us, as well as a very small bell as a gift from all
EuroFaerie brothers. These were buried with him.
Blessed Be!

Newsgroup-from 5færies:Danzante/Scotty Dog/Damien
/Randy-in-All-Worlds/Quercus. Your Editoresse in the spirit of
réportage flew to LA to cover one of the events. CCP]
Erick's Los Angeles
Harry Hay remembrance circle went like this....
First, it was an

absolutely gorgeous day on Sunday.

Erick and Cricket have quite a crib in a beautiful old Spanish
apartment. They're gracious hosts who kept us entertained,
fed, and watered. We sat just outside their window out on
a breezeway patio where they have been cultivating
numerous cats and tropical plants making the surroundings
perfectly grounding. Not to mention the "living" mats for table
tops they grew from sprouting grains and other seeds. The cats
loved to sniff around and lay about them too.

L.A.Gurls: (L>R) Spiral, Matrix, Erick, Cricket,Billy, Hoho. photo by Cocopierre
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Day and

principle;

the

other represents the moon, night
and feminine principle. The melted discs merge and the mixture
is then allowed to cool and solidify. While this happens we add
small, lightweight ingredients
that will float in the thickening
wax. These represent aspirations, prayers and wishes for
humanity and ourselves for the
coming six months.
There are now 7 Dgi-Dgi Discs
in existence!
---Tinkerbell

I was also happy to see some
familiar faces, Spiral and Ho ho,
and some new faces. One
Færie from LA that I never
knew existed and the venerable
Cocopierre from the
EuroFaeries clan.... yes,

Fæeries are
everywhere.
Greetings from
Matrix

In the form of
a clay figurine decorated by the
ritual participants, Persephone
made her annual descent into
the under world on October 31st
in Paris. In this picture she is
shown after her ritual preparation at the home of Persephone
cult high-priestess Efthimios.
She was accompanied by a host
of other clay figures representing
animals and spirits as well as
seeds, bulbs, and words whis-

Winter Solstice
The sun has begun it's "ascending" path as the days will now
get longer and summer begins to
approach, bringing the promise
of new warmth and light.
Seven Færies met at «Tinkerbell
Tower» to celebrate the end of
one cycle and the beginning of a
new. We had a beautiful evening
and I thank the lovely færies who
came to cele-

The Oz Færies sent out
a world wide call (we’re on their
mailing lists too) for ‘their’

Summer Gathering
for Solstice (in the Berlin
cold I was jealous!)-They had
their Solstice celebrations Friday
dec20th
through
Tuesday
Dec24th. below you will find their
beautiful poster for the call

This is
Habibi sending a little
Eurofaerie Asian update I am here with Viking Diva and
Andreika (its pays to work for
SAS boyz and gurlz) and we all
send you a yoo-hoo and invite
you here during the next two
weeks for our Bangkok-Pattaya
mini-mini-mini-gathering!
Danny (Fleur) and Johan have
been here as well....but are now
swatting
mosquitoes
in
Cambodia.

Habibi D'ing in Bangkok
[Bankok]

pered to her by the participants.
Her ritual burial in the woods
rounded out the ceremony. The
seven or eight participants then
went to have pizza. Later in
November Efthimios was in
Naples with his husband
Supermodel (also known as
"Mrs. Patel and her good friend
Mrs. Chandra" since the Albstedt
gathering) and they learned that
pizza is a sacred food to
Persephone since her mother
had some during her wanderings
in search of her. This explains
why we have always instinctively craved pizza after Persephone
rituals!
There shall be a ritual to bring
her back to the world of the living
on (or around) May 4th. All are
welcome to participate.

----Efthimious

brate with me.
We transferred the memory of
our pasts into flower heads
which we were invited to drop
into a bowl of water - as a symbol of letting go. We meditated
and held the still moment of transition. We lit 285 tea-lights set in
my living room at the four directions (North,South,East,West)
and watched the new light grow.
We made prayer ties with rice
grains tied in cloth with ribbon to
hold our prayers for the new
cycle. And we were invited to
take these away and do with
them what we want, whether it's
to carry or dispose of them in
some ritualized way.
We had a short one-round circle
and closed with thanks to Spirit,
spirits and the elements.
Followed by a meal brought
together
by
our
pooled
resources.
‘Hob-gob-Lynn’ will take 7 tealights to the ECC [Edward
Carpenter Community] New
Year's gathering at Wasdale and
I plan to bring the rest (178!!) to
Albstedt as a way to carry outward some of the healing that
was created.
---Tinkerbell

DeeTour/Delight sends us these
images from his personal

Solstice celebration

It was an
experience of deep longing for
the sun to come back. A longing
for hope that the next year will
be easier. Its been a rough road
this winter. I shed a few tears
as u can perhaps see. The
potatoes and avocado seeds on
the red draping were a symbol for SEEDZZZ.
Luv---Dee
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What's this Sawasdee Krap?
Well, so good to feel theFærie
embrace around the globe...
And hello from another minigathering on Vashon Island! It's
Thanksgiving.
We'll have eleven here on
Thursday, and will be celebrating
in style... Honoring Harry Hay,
with poems and songs and rituals...Celebrating what we're
grateful for and acknowledging
what needs to be changed...
A meal that starts at 1 in the
afternoon and ends at 10 or 11
at night... Complete with walks
and talks and celebrations of
gratitude.
Sending big hugs to all færies,
Euro, Asian, African, and
Gaian...

Love, Bubbling Banana
[Seattle]

hiked down to Dernau in Færie
good spirits. And what a wunderbaren evening we spent there.
After a good meal we were invited to a Weinprobe by
Franzuska's brother with lots of
laughter having fun. Despite
slight hang-overs we enjoyed
a good breakfast with the
wonderful taste of the
mushrooms we had gathered on our hike. A long
and intensive heart circle
followed which brought
us even closer together.
Then
we
visited
Franzens sweat lodge
located in a lovely valley
near by, sitting in the still
warm sun having coffee
and cake. There Franz

The goddess says: "if
there are two Færies, I am
among them”
R h e i n go l d fa e r i e s
hike in the Eifel
It was still quite a warm autumn
Saturday when Eunice, Otter,
Heidi, Cuddles, Franzuska,
Panthera and Trish Trash
set out from Dernau for a
hike into the lovely mountain region of the river
Ahr
valley,
where
Franzuskalives.
We
climbed the hills, hiking
through the beautiful
woods in all its fall colors. Along the paths
Franzuska taught us,
which mushrooms to gather to prepare a meal.
Enjoying the walk every
Færie became more light
hearted when we finally
reached the hostel on top of the
mountains. To our surprise the
reserved room was very small
and inconvenient. Our friendly
request to the owner for some
improvements were turned down
advising us that it was an honor
to sleep in his designer bunk
beds under designer covers
which were so expensive, that
Many Eurofæries have noticed
this rather enigmatic and inter esting Færie from Oldenburg
named “Hey Hey Wicky Mars-I
am” A visual artist and Art
Therapist he has added to the
Magic of
m a n y
gather ings and
g a t h erettes
with his
spirit and
b e a u t y.
Quiet,
poetic
a n d
reflective
h
e
eschews
exces s i v e
urbanism
or tech nology (such as eMail which has
made this interview nearly
impossible) He is a soft-spoken
Diva of Elegance and wit, with a
healthy amount of Kerle(Butch)
testosterone sexuality and intelli gence (and yes he is wonderful
in the Kitchen). He is credited
with initiating this years Fire
Ritual (see Top of page 19) His
talent for creating ritual is not

is regularly offering
sweat lodges, also for
Færies. From there we all
departed in very good spirits.
Because gatherettes can be
more intimate right from the
start than bigger gatherings I
have the impression that they
are always offering a chance to
get to know my Færie friends
better especially as a local group
there was just one set for the two of us. In a short circle we decided
that this was to much of an honor and that we will not stay. Franzuska
had invited us to his house in the valley so we happily left the inn and

like the Rheingolds

T-T

without controversy. Several
were ignited at A3. A “Naming
Ritual” was initiated (facilitated
by PinkDeer) this year that cre ated SPARKS! It is clear that
aside from creatively tapping
into
pagan
ritual
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HeyHeyWickyMars has no fear
of using
deeply
founded
Christian ritual to inform his/her
creative process in creating
færie space and ritual. From
names to Fire to Sex Rituals
(Body Electric Terschelling
2002) Hey Hey Wicky Mars
brings beauty.
I have found something
that I have been looking for a

long time , a kind of society- a
kind of friendship to be
free(ness).
FÆRIE SPACE IN EVERYDAY
LIFE
My first gathering was "return 2
Albstedt". After that experience I
thought that I would include it in
my daily life. After that there was
a difference in my life. One thing
that helps me is that I tell everyone around me that I AM a
Færie. I think that there are
many types of Færies. There are
Færies,
Elfen,
Faune,
Amazonen, Gnom, Kobold,
Angels etc. So for me, not everybody is a Færie, especially for
me I would say I am an Elf.
Actually I am Mark-Roger –andI am "Hey Hey Wicky Mars". My
"female-being" is Mark-Roger
and my Non-female being is
"Hey HeyWicky Mars". I am an
Energy and personality. It helps
me, that I come out with that in
the circles around me. After
Albstedt 2 I speak more with animals I speak more to my Haus
and plants and non-typisch
Mensch (people). I am more in
contact with my environment.
I would like people to know that I
am not only a person/a body.
Our universe is so different that
every thing and everybody and
energy is in connected to each
other. It gives much more to
understand things this way, that
the whole population of the world
could imagine and a little bit I
could imagine.
HOW DID YOU FEEL ABOUT
HOW PEOPLE REACTED TO
YOUR RITUALS
At the "Fire ritual" I saw many
Færies who came out with their
Angst (fears). That’s something I
know from contact with othersThis served as a mirror for me. I
found the reaction very a good
thing-I tried to take it in a constructive way, all the reactions.
These were very open and creative and authentic reactions
and that was what I like (for both
rituals).
WHICH OF OUR LARGER
GATHERING SPACES DO YOU
LIKE?
I
prefer
Albstedt(DE)
to
Terschelling(NL). Albstedt was
my first Eurofærie gathering and
has both outside and inside.
There is space enough to find
my own space, as well with other
people. Terschelling is the opposite. I find outside space with
other people. I prefer that I can

decide my different spaces in
Albstedt because the Haus is so
large that I have more choice.
FÆRIE
MINDSPACE AND
WAR?
Færie spirit can move the world
and can rebuild what ever we
want to say. We have the chance
and possibility to do this ‘If’ we
are sensitive and open for our
won wars. We are fighting
against each other in sometimes
and some ways in and at the
some of the gatherings – if we
can take this situation to a different level, we can do this in a bigger circle around us. But it is

necessary to look at my
(our) own war to find my
(our) own freedom. If there
is no war inside me I will not find
my own freedom. Without Black,
White does not exist and vice
versa.
ART IN YOUR LIFE.
"Kunst ist Flucht vor dem Tod(Art
is: fleeing from death)" For me
art is to be nearer to myself and
if I get older I get closer and
nearer to my own death.
SEX (ENERGY) IN YOUR LIFE.
Sex (Energy) is very important.
Sex (Energy) is changing energies. Sex is an energy to share
and exchange. Sex is wonderful
and it is full of wonder.
It is ‘one’ way, not many ways.
When I do something in my garden it is not the same way but it
is the same intensity, and I feel
me. And I feel the life and the
earth.
DOES THAT MEANS YOU FIND
SEX ENERGYIN EVERY DAILY
THING YOU DO? Its an extra
ordinary situation if I have sex
with another man (or another
woman) that would be a special
situation.
SHOULD THIS OTHER MAN
OR WOMAN BE A FÆRIE? No.
They could be anyone.
JOY AND BEAUTY :
Joy is Beauty and Beauty is Joy.
Joy is for me is if I feel "Zu

Freiden", Beauty is for me if I
feel in many ways connected
with the Universe.
And on the Subject of JOY (and
Beauty) please know that
I am the Organization Queen for
the Next Albsedt(4) and I want to
invite everyone who are interested to organize it with me.
HeyHey Wicky Mars (I am)
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HOMEPAGE Revision and MISSIONARY work
At Albstedt a few Færies discussed our www.euroFærie.org home
page. Most Færies agreed that visitors to the website would not get
the right impression as to what the Færies and our gatherings are
about. A major point, for example, was that the photos gave the
impression that it was a drag queen
event. Another argument was that
the texts were too long for an introduction into the Færie world. Also, the translations were incorrect,
and too few European languages were presented on the page. It was
also proposed to relocate the home page and the rights to it to the
stichting/foundation in the Netherlands, but keeping the current
address. This has to be discussed with Uncle Markie, who seems to
be the license holder right now.
The suggestion was made to have a home page with links to opening pages in as many European languages as possible, together with
short texts about the

basic ideas of the Færieworld. This would

be based on the existing English text. The text should transport the
basic ideas of the Færieworld and the typical activities of a gathering. It should also say how communication problems caused by the
different lan-guage backgrounds can be resolved, and that in international gatherings most people are able to speak English. The photos should correspond with the text. Then there should be links to
more information in English and/or other languages, and also to local
European Færie groups, international Færie sites and forthcoming
activities.
The photos of our Færie gatherings c/should be put into an

archive, with access re-stricted by password to Færies who have
been to gatherings or gatherettes, just as we are doing at present
with the «Marieposa Zeitung» newsletter. The same would apply to
any more texts, etc. This would be to safeguard the privacy of participating Færies.

To achieve

a revision of our site is of course a question of

Færie(man)power. Dandelion would most probably be able to organize the technical transcription of the texts into the home page format.
He could probably also discuss the transfer of the home page
address to the stichting with Uncle Markie and Trixy. Trish-Trash can
check the current basic English text, probably update it, and translate
it into German. The text should
then be revised and approved by
the EuroFæries by sending it
through the eff topic communication list. ‘Tree-Elf’ is willing to arrange
the texts with the photos. When the English site has been arranged
the pages in other languages can be done by native speakers of the
different countries, and then be put into the web by Dandelion. It is
probably necessary to arrange a

home page gatherette. A

suggestion was made to meet in Berlin.
A special invitation should be made to Færies to take part in preparing the page, translating it into the different

languages.

Trish-

Trash could do the German version, organize a Polish version, and
probably also a Turkish version. If you are interested in helping,
especially in translating, write to RheingoldFæries@lycos.de.
We

also

discussed

missionary work in general. Most Færies agreed that personal contacts brought them to the Færies, but that it would be good to
give other Færies the chance to find us through articles and permanent contact addresses printed in the gay media. It was also suggested that we establish contacts with the sisters of perpetual indulgence. We should also try to contact media in countries from which
only a few Færies have come to our gatherings in the past, such as
in Scandinavia, southern Europe and eastern Europe. Færies are
asked for suggestions concerning missionary work in general and to
name the appropriate media to contact in the European countries
concerned. Probably we could also contact gay organizations and
bookstores in these countries, just as we did for the first gathering a
couple of years ago.---

T-T

#
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5.Place stamp
6.Mail to friends and lovers.

4.@Write your message.
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On Sat. the 15th of February
there were demonstrations against the war in Iraq all over the world
It is perhaps worthwhile in
breaching the subject: Are
Færies Political?
Some might say we are political
by merely being Færies. The
subject has cum up on numer ous occasions and it is clear that
many Færies are not initially
motivated by typical politics-But
the worldwide call of Feb15 was
heard by all and Færies from
Amsterdam to berlin and beyond
joined the voices of millions
around the world to protest the
against the threat of war.
It raises perhaps the question
what other political activism are
some or many Færies interested
in? are Færies involved in the
politics of earth friendly policies
or gaylesbian activism or
hiv/AIDS prevention and help. In
which ways are Færies bringing
Færie magic to our worlds? Do
send us your letters.
CCP

E

Rolf, Annalize, DeeLight, Ex Eunice and another gorgeous man

#

Xtra MpZ POSTCARD No.3
Instructions/Mode d’emploi:
1.#Cut out picture on dotted
line.

2.Glue to Old, Unused or
Previously used Postcard.
3.Erase
previous
messages.
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4.@Write your message.
5.Place stamp
6.Mail to friends and lovers.

This Satirical poster has most probably circled the globe
100times over the internet and yet it still seemed worth, for the sake
of archive, publishing it here (thank you to the brilliant satirists). It is
unfortunately an all around tragic (and F_cked up) situation none of
us would have want to
see happen. There will
undoubtedly be dead
Færie Soldiers & dead
Færie civilians we will
never meet as a result of
this (multi-lateral) mad ness! Prayer, Meditation,
Yoga, Sex and Peace
Activismus are among
the «InfinitePossibilities»
for change. CCP

F Æ R I E S S AT Y R S
GEGEN KRIEG! The
following Note from TT
was
posted on the
efftopica
Newsgroup.
Though late for the MpZ I have included it for
archival sake.ccp
Dear Færies,
on Sat u rd ay the
15th of February
there are demonstration
against the war in Iraq all
over the world and and
also in european cities
and capitals. I have
heard of Amsterdam,
Brussels,
London,
Glasgow and Berlin Paris?.
I would like to go to
Brussels, A´dam
or
Berlin and demonstrate
with other færies. Today
Liebchen called me up
and said that she may go
to Brussels, but did not
know yet for sure. I think
Heidi wants to go too.
Wherever - I don´t care
but I certainly want to go
and probably be visible
as a radical faerie too. If
others want to join us let
me know soon or get
organized in your city.
If you want to check
what´s happening in your
place see
www.mvtpaix.org (F),
www.ikv.nl
(NL),
www.cnduk.org/campaigns/iraq.htm (UK), www.friedenskooperative.de (D). Pass the word around... May peace be with those who
would suffer the most - the people of Iraq and may peace be with
us too and in our hearts and let´s do something for it!
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« Oranges &
Apple trees
& Infinite
Possibilities! »
As part of the ritual on
New Years Eve (silvester auf
Deutsch) I did a visualization of
becoming more aware of the
light-body. I learned this technique once of the Gay mystic
Andrew Ramer. author of "Two
Flutes Playing" and "Ask your
angels" (publ Ballantine NYC
isbn nr
0-345-36358-2 ), a
book he wrote with other
authors, about angels, and all
kind of methods to invoke those
lightbeings into your personal
reality.
I’ll try to recreate(and expand)
the text of my visualization, so
that also the Færies who were
not in Albstedt can exercise this
meditation, enjoy

. Love Anna Lize
A.

Living Tree meditation, \easier to visualize if you
are standing with your arms
spread and legs spread.
Breath in deeply, ,
Imagine you have roots into the
earth growing in the water of the
Earth, in the soil of the earth,
reaching to the fire in the earth.
Breath in. . . breath into your
heart. . . breath out
Imagine you breath in through
your roots, to your heart, and
breath out
Breath in though your roots into
your heart, breath out through
your roots. with every breath
your roots go deeper and get
stronger.
Imagine you have
branches, reaching into the air,
reaching to the water in the air,
reaching to the fire of the sun,
feel the warmth, the humidity.
Breath in through your
branches to your heart, breath
out through your branches en
feel them grow wider and
stronger.
This seems difficult, but
you can do it. . :
Breath in through both your roots
and your branches, into your
heart and breath out through

Albstedt3 28.Dec.2002 –
03.Jan.2003
Explore
the
unusual,
unknown, unconscious &
unexpected sides of your
Færie-ego & your Færie-sisters. Wake up your inner
god(dess), your creative
potential and healing energy!
Bring unusual & mysterious
things, symbols & your ideas
to Albstedt3. There will be an
“Apple-Orange” Tree Altar, to
hang your personal fruits &
goodies.
Das organiserteam-

Infinit e
Possibiliti es

HeyHey Wicky Mars,
Oh la la Otter,
Bon Bonn Heidi,
TyaTya and DeepDive
(with some help
from Cocopierre & Fanta)

through your heart into the top
op your spine under your skull
and imagine you grow wings
from there with every breath out,
feel your whole spine and breath
out into your growing wings.
Experience all the elements and
the love you breath into your
wings. Play with your wings
when they start growing. If you
do this meditation in a group,
play with the wings of the others
in the group, play with the wings
of invisible light beings(called
angels by many) who are always
around you. Feel the love that is
inside you, feel the love that surrounds you.
C.

Angelic breathing

your roots and branches. Feel yourself this living tree , rooted in the
earth, rooted in the air, rooted in water, rooted in the fire of the sun
and the fire in the earth.
Exercise this breathing till you feel a strong tree.
B.
Imagine you are a tree, breath in and breath out through your
roots and through your branches. breath in breath out, breath

breath in though your roots and
your branches, and your(call
them) wings, breath out. . .
Contract. . .
breath out though your
roots and your branches and
your wings. . . . . . expand.
Exercise this way of breathing
as long as you feel to. . . contract. . . . expand. . .
Have a taste of how your light
body functions. . . feels.
. . perceives. . . .
explore it with this
breathing technique. . .
.
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Fanta Cocopier re

Pixie

the text of Henry Purcell’ s
Masterwork
[ As performed
eloquently by
Merlijn and
TyaTya] . Here
it is: >My dearest, my fairest
(2x), I languish
(5x) for thee.
Thy sweetness
has won me,
thy charms

have undone
me, I ne’er, no
ne’er, no ne’er
shall be free.
And if from
thee parted, I
burn till we meet. Ah, why are
love’s hours so short and so
sweet? Thus loving and kiss ing (2x) fresh joys we’ll pursue. And ever be happy, and
ever be true (2x). But alas!
Should you change? Ah, tell
me not so! No never my
dearest, no never my fairest,
ah no? Ah no no! Ah no no?
Ah no no, ah no no, my dearest ah no (2x) Ah no no, my
dearest ah no!
(From "Pausanias the
Betrayer")
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Ruby

Die Selbstkritik

[von Wilhelm Busch]
Die Selbstkritik hat viel für sich!!
Gesetzt den Fall, ich tadle mich,
so hab ich –erstens- den Gewinn,
dass ich recht hübsch bescheiden
bin.
Zum zweiten denken sich die Leut`,
der Mann ist lauter Redlichkeit.
Auch schnapp ich – drittens – diesen
Bissen
vorweg den andern Kritiküssen.
Und – viertens – hoff` ich ausserdem
auf Widerspruch, der mir genehm!
So kommt zum guten Schluss heraus:
Ich bin ein ganz famoses Haus!
[recited by Alfons]

Færie frolic in the kitchen
New Year’s Eve. I’m Lunch-mom.
Planning a big vegetable omelet. But then I see
the fabulous industrial food processor, and decide it won’t be difficult to do potato pancakes. Feels like a way to deal with the fact that this is my first visit to Germany, and
my earliest childhood memories are of my dad telling of Holocaust horrors, and I know
there’s fear and confusion buried inside me that needs purging.
Turns out one of
my lunch assistants is Jewish like me, and the other "always wanted to be Jewish".
It’s bliss in the kitchen, working together, using a recipe from my cousin Malvina’s
out-of-print book "Jewish Cooking from Boston to Baghdad".
Announcing this to the salivating Færies in the dining room is a moment of joyous
healing and integration. Ya never know when and where the Færie wand will strike and
magic will appear. Whee!

- Mountaine
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6 January 2003 On my way back home I thought a lot about my
first experiences with the færies in Albstedt. You may put this letter in
the Marieposa Zeitung, if you like. I tried to write something important
to all, or at least many færies. In fact, I have severe critiques about
what I’ve felt, heard and seen. Though I laughed much, though you
[ccp] were nice, spiritual, creative, friendly, attractive and interesting
people, though I was taken in. Bon-bonn Heidi and Otter Oh-la-la
mailed me to the main things to bring: "An open heart, a sense of
humour, and a willing to create a warm, friendly and safe environment". I tried. Many tried. But quite often during the week we couldn’t create such an environment. I feel we failed in this for the following reasons: -During the heart-circles many færies spoke not really
out of their hearts. I spoke out of
my heart only at the last circle,
because only then I understood
what this meant. The fact that I
understood this so late is typical!
When I speak out of my heart, it’s
always emotional. I cannot fake
this… It’s difficult to do so, often
almost impossible. It’s like making
a cambric shirt, without no seem
nor a fine needlework. Next time I’ll
try again, or speak not. -I know
what’s faerie-time now, and I liked
it. To create freedom it’s necessary
not to pin activities on an exact
clock time. But, what happened in
Albstedt was a complete time wasting. In the last days before
around 14 ‘o clock there were
almost no shared activities,
except breakfast! In fact I felt
cold and lonely in the mornings,

so I went for a walk in the charming German winter landscape around
Albstedt four times. I thought I could organize activities myself (a
nature walk or a massage session), but then I thought there should
be a heart circle in the morning. I wouldn’t disturb this, so I didn’t
organize anything. Next time I will do. Only when we speak from our
hearts, only when we share activities, only when we take our time in
a careful way, and not waste it, only then we can create a warm,
friendly and safe environment for all of us, only then we can be valuable for the earth. I think we only succeeded half in Albstedt 3. I feel
myself quite arrogant to criticize so severely, being still half a virgin,
while you gave me much inspiration, spirituality, humour and freedom. I write this with love. My fairest CocoPierre! I hope my feelings
will come over and may be a positive contribution to the future. Yours
sincerely, with loving, kissing and
fresh
joys,

Merlijn van Texel (I found my
faerie-name at last, in English also
Merlin from Texel, my given name
is Arthur) .
[On the Subject of the recipes for
the luxurious and most splendid
dinner Merlijn prepared for our New
Years eve celebration he says: ]
Some færies asked me for something different: The recipe of "nasi
rames dunja ketjil". This is a wellkept secret of His Royal
Highness
the
Sultan
of
Djokjakarta, so I cannot give
this too, sorry!
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The FIRE ritual that was invented this year was spectacular. It
consisted of a circle of fire and
a central fire and a path in
between. Færies were (A) blindfolded and walked through by a
guiding(B) Færie sister. FIRE
cleanses! This took place in the
snow.

There were 5 elements cele brated for New Years 2003.
1.Earth (see inset above)
2.Air
3.Water
4.Fire
(see diagrams above & below)
5.The 5th Element
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There was NO spiral this
year. 2 interlocking circles-coming together
or/and splitting apartwith a field of light at the
crossings.A cleansing
by light.Peaceful.This
was at Midnight

At the NYC gallery "Go Fish" some wonderful paintings by a Færie
at Short Mountain named "Granite" could be seen this past Fall.
gofishgallery.com (far top left) At the last several gatherings we have
shared some wonderful creative moments. Above is a painting by
Panterra. A surrealistic hairy man
photo (left)by the prolific Annelize
of Amsterdam as well as his wonderful watercolors (modeled by
Efthimios, near left) as well as his
more classic miniatures (below
right). At top right is Cocopierres’
«Pfefferküchen» collection with
texts culled from the grafitti walls of
Berlin Germany (in this example
the bizarre “White Niggaz 4Ever”
cookie modeled by the 4ever delicious Hervé) Note:The next RFD’s
theme is ART. Please contact them
directly www.rfdmag. org/index.html
MpZ received this Færiegram
eMail just before publication. We
feel these Oz Phags are sooooo
well organized-we should help
spread the word for them. CCP
Date:
Wed, 12 Feb 2003 13:39:30 -0800
From:
"Ozfaeries- Aus Radical Faeries"
<ozfaeries@yahoo.com> Subject:
message from the oz faeries
To:
<ozfaeries@yahoo.com>

F AE R I E G R AM
I t e m s
Full moon In Brisbane
Full moon In Brisbane
Dates for the year – 2003
Gatherings
Fey Raves
16th February Full moon In Brisbane
- Heart Circle and Feast Trevor is
organizing a get together/heart circle
for the full moon in Brisbane. Come
on by around sunset to 42 West
Street High, bring a food to share, call
07 3846 2740 for more info
Mardi Gras, Parade – 1st March
2003

Many have mentioned interest in join- ty 15th June
ing the faeries in the Mardi Gras Winter Solstice 22nd June weekend
parade. Please email us here at event-sweat lodge by the pond –
ozfaeries and lets talk costumes, sweat all out!
theme or no theme.... A lunch and Working Bee at faerie community
dinner party circles are been planned 20th July
during the Mardi Gras. So lets con- Working Bee at faerie community
nect and work out the details. All are 17th August
welcome to join the faeries in the Working Bee at faerie community
parade, just let us know and we can 21st September
send you the details. E mail here Spring equinox Gathering 23rd
September - gathering to be decided
sooner than later.
Annual Glitter Ball 22nd November
Dates for the year – 2003
Summer Solstice 22nd December Mardi Gras Parade 1st March
Working Bee at faerie community gathering to be decided.
Gatherings
20th March
Autumn Equinox 21 March ritual - get At a recent meeting we talked about
together - share meal, weekend having fewer during the year. We
want to put more energy and focus
event
Easter Pagan Gathering 18th – 21st into the two gatherings we will be
having. We felt it important to
April Join us for this four-day
emphasize the idea of attending
event.
for the whole gathering rather
Working Bee at faerie communithan have people coming and
ty 18th May
Working Bee at faerie communi- 21 going during the four days that

can be distracting. We are yet to
decide on when to have the second
gathering either at the spring equinox
or the summer solstice. We are open
to ideas and feeling around these
ideas, let us
know your thoughts....
Fey Raves
We are working on the next Fey
Raves, occasional newsletter of the
radical faeries, expect it in the mail
soon.
Blessed Be
Australian Radical Faeries PO Box 495 Nimbin
2480 NSW 02 66897070 -87
Hetherington Rd Wadeville NSW 2474
www.geocities.com/ozfaeries Quarterly

newsletter Fae Raves
For
Subscriptions,
Donations,
Membership,
Support
make
Cheques/MO payable to "Top of the
Garden"
Account
International
transfer Swift No. CUSCAU2SXXX //
AU802 222 SUMMERLAND CREDIT UNION
51177 TOP OF THE GARDEN PTY LTD

(For some time there has been
and continues to be much dis cussion about a Færie-space
here in Europe. a small dedicat ed and shifting group of Færies
have taken this to heart and
have been searching. Below is a
brief report from deetourdeeLight of Amsterdam. small
notes have been made next to
his cyber or colloquial American
English . CCP)

Amsterdam
London

What would you like to do with
such a place? What could you
contribute?
We’ll need heaps(lots) of money,
but many small shares can be
big money too, and also many
other things like opening rituals,
calling for good spirits etc.
Would you like to be in an organizing team to start thinking how
we would
like to "organize" this Færiespace.
Organize??? Færie-space??
Well, if we make such big steps,
we’ll need to integrate business
with Færie Chaos. How do we
find the balance? What do we
want to stimulate, what not. And
by what means? As mentioned,
last weekend, during the democircle weekend, we had first and
very inspiring talks about it and
long long lists of things to inquire
/ discuss / organize have come
up. And we intend to go on with
this. No matter if its gonna be
this FAB(fabulous)
place or another. Lets Get
REadY GrllzzzNByzzz(girls and
boys)...!!!!

Berlin

Bruxelles

Prague
Munich
Paris

Hi Folx(folks)
Completely by accident, we
came (came across) in cyber
space across this fabulous farm
in the Haute Saone, France.
A region, some 100 km east of
Dijon, and the house
9 km from the town Vesoul. It
really seems to fulfill all our
desires: It seems to lay in the
middle of nature, completely on
its own. Both the land and the
house are very spacious and
seem in good condition. Its in a
region where old pagan signs
like Dolmes are found. Its 9km
from a railway station
and there’s even a (very small)
airport. Its in a very central spot
for most Færies and........... its
really suitable for living. It could
be our "sanctuary" we are (?)
dreaming off. (It would be good
to put the web address for the
property in here).
So........ immediately, Trish,

Wanna (want to) know more?
contact one of us or join the
Sanctuary-list.
For all you folx interested in the
whole discussion on where, how
to find a fab piece of land, to
have circles on how we want to
turn this into a sanctuary and to
see what we all can contribute.
[SanctuarySetup@topica.com]
to join Sanctuary Newsgroup
send an eMail to:
deetour@eurofaerie.org

Eunice, Martijn and me have
started to fantasize a lot what it
will be like to start setting it up.
We’ve started investigations and
want to go to the house very
soon. Anyone who wants to
attend, please let us know! Do
you have any skills in judging if it
will be the right place, show your
talents!
As you understand this is all still
in a very early stage. however,
things may go fast and we may
have to make BiG decisions! So
one of our questions to the

or tel.
Dee
Trish
Eunice
Martijn
EuroFæries are: who are entitled
to make such decisions in the
current constellation? Who love
to be part of it, want to put in
their skills. There is quite a

chance that this very house will
not go on, but it may anyhow be
a very good thing to start thinking about all the aspects of taking such a step.
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+31 20 4860377
+49 228 443218
+31 30 6920576
+31 20 6197677

Amsterdam, 20 October 2002
throughout the years’ reality of daily life, every day again. A skill
Dear Short Mountaineerzzzzzzzz
that starts with Love I think but that takes more. And I know you
Blessings 2 all of you! You folks of this old place of beauty and
have learned a lot of that through trial and error. Through a lot of
peace.
Pain and Joy. You have found out ways that work, ways that don’t.
Having had my 5th summer with the EuroFæries, lots of things
You know what it takes to be a safe haven, you know the pain of
have changed within me. New layers revealed, old pains cum 2 the needing to say no when more was asked then you can give and it
surface, have become more integrated, new things come on my way. would affect your own safety, your own motivation. For this reaWhen I heard Færies talking about finding our own land @
son, I would Love to visit your place coming spring to find
my first gatherings, my first response was: If you don’t
out what are those things that help you make your land
share only quality time together, you invite a lot of
turn into a Sanctuary, a grace for all beings that live
business-problems into Færiespace and I don’t know
there!
So here my request: Would it be possible
if that’s a favorable idea.
to share your daily life for the period of a few weeks
Loving the Færies more and more and hearing
to both discus how you do those things but morehow broadly supported the idea of a Sanctuary is,
over to feel and experience how you live it. If I
one day I was invited for a land search trip. An
would be granted to attend some of your meetimpossible mission to just drive through France
ings/circles as well in which you solve your daily
in an attempt to find a place for our own sanctutroubles, set out new plans, etc. that would be
ary. But this quest against all odds evoked a lot:
even greater.
This year, I had the chance to
A lot of dreams! The harsh reality was that we
organize our gathering together with Bubblin’ of
didn’t end up with a patch of land but we all got
Seattle. He is a great soul and he has shown to
inspired with the idea of having our own land! (be
really take care of me! We have established a great
careful what you wish, it might be given 2 you!)
blue-white bond where he is of great support. Together
There is so many f_cking beautiful things you can do,
we have made the ideas of my trip more specific. Next
having your own sacred space!! It did make a change in my
spring I want to (if the godde$$e$ permit) start my trip in
life! In the same time I also got more and more aware that in my
the Westcoast, travel between Seattle and SF to visit both some
opinion, the EuroFæries weren’t ready yet to have our own land.
Færie friends and some of the sanctuaries there. There I would also
There isn’t enough solidity in the group yet to support the reality of like to attend the Beltane festivities and the Naraya. The first, a
having our own land, for developing our own Sanctuary. Not that feast that you are known to organize quite fabulous but also very
we wouldn’t buy the land if it comes onto our path @ any moment large. In my quest, my first idea is that I should focus more on the
but more: we do have some work to do ourselves! And this I’ve taken intimate forms of Færie living and celebration. So if possible, it
to heart!
would be a few weeks after this that I would come 2 u. I can imagThe Færies mean a lot to me. A source of growth, of love, of inspira- ine that after such an invasion you don’t want to see any Færie for
tion, they are worth for me putting my energy in! And I know that a few months so please do let me know if you don’t feel like it!
it’s not only input. It is an exchange that helps me grow, helps me Ohhhhhh I’ve been wanting to write this letter for such a long time
focus in my own life. A life that needs some changes! i.e. I love my and its strange! In the turmoil of my break-up and in a process of
profession, being a precision engineer but I don’t believe in what I rediscovering myself, last week I was feeling pretty miserable. And
do: I love the challenge of giving someone something new that doesn’t it was this bad feelings that kept me from writing. But just the mere
exist yet (yes, I’m playing inventor in daily life) To make for real, act of doing it, is bringing peace! It centers me again. This is why I
dreams that people have. I Don’t believe in what science brings to want to work with and for Færies: Our open way of focusing on the
humanity though, the field I work 4. It’s not bad but it isn’t essen- good things is sooooo f_cking healing!
tial either.
Well, I’m not sure if you can really make full sense of this letter but
The idea of supporting a Sanctuary with all my skills, technical,
anyway:
Wanting to find out what it is to live a Sanctuary
emotional and my love would be so much more rewarding! So this is on a daily basis, I would love to come by some week after Beltane to
what I want to do: Help the Færies or any queer group of people share your community for a few (2 or so) weeks.
willing to establish a Sanctuary and to be part of it with the whole I’m in some financial trouble @ the moment that make it hard to
of my heart.
do real promises but I really want this trip to happen NOW. I’m
Thinking about how many skills will be needed to establish a sanc- getting too many signals telling me the time is right. Apart from
tuary, I feel like some are still missing. Yes! the Færies ARE a com- contributing in the costs of living, I’m also interested to offer some of
munity that brings up a wide diversity of qualities within all of us my other skills in this short period. It’s a pity that de DIC hasn’t
and Yes there are a tremendous lot of qualities amongst us. But
come 2 life but if you need some technical support with anything,
sometimes I do have to admit that I’m not only a Færie, I’m so ter- please let me know so that I can see what I can contribute.
ribly human as well! With all my shortedness, troubles dealing
Love and Light ---DeeTour eMail: deetour@euroFærie.org
with my own griefs, wanting to project on others etc. The
biggest skills we will need is to create a stimulating environment
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I first met Nuff in 1997. Struck by this tall elegant gen- His emotional and financial genersoity had attracted many friends yet
when things were not so good the lack of support
tle man I, like many others was impressed by his
Færie
In
The
Mirror
and indeed their absence saddened and trougenerosity of spirit, sharp wit and insight, and
casual ease with which he engaged people in I had just seen Nuff sometime back in bled Nuff. Plans to make his house a social
early June when I was going to space for gay people to meet had not developed
conversation.
as planned. The sense of community, for which
He had an extensive grasp of literature and his Kassel via London from Berlin .
I
stayed
at
Chateau
‘nuff
on
Bethnal
he longed never fully materialised.
deep appreciation of language. Even in the most
casual conversations one could notice his intel- Green as ‘nuff would call it. I met his It was about then that he came to the
BF George, a very witty and hand lectual abilities, often imparted with a gra- some man with many tall tales of life Millennium winter gathering. He was
among the jetset of Europe and transformed by the experience. Never shy to try
cious understatement.
Africa. Chateau ‘nuff was simple if something new, he slipped on heals silver stockIn 1997, Nuff
ings for the first
had
recently
time
and
come out and,
delighted in the
unaccustomed
response
of
as he was,
o t h e r s .
searching for
Warmed by the
new
gay
Faerie gatherfriends and a
ing, he relaxed
new life. He
more than I
had decided to
have
ever
seen. Deeply
wait
for
2
impressed by
years after
kuLOV, who he
nicknamed
the death
«the
benign
of his wife,
dictator»,
Nuff
felt
as a mark of
inspired.
respect before
Indeed, Nuff
starting a transseemed
to
formation from
Mike Touhy into
discover
what was to
in many
become
the

FærE - N u ff .

familiar

Within a month
I was helping
him move from
the
family
home
in

affluent part

Faeries,
something he
failed to find
elsewhere.
With that discovery came a
gently
and
subtle thawing
of many private and protected feelings...some of which had
remained locked away for many years.
So strong was the impact of the gathering, that
he continued to talk of the many experiences for
the following years. A particular favourite was

not modest. I had met ‘Nuff at the mil lennium
and
then
again
in
Köln/Oberkassel-Bonn (at Schloss
TrishTrash) due to some thwarted
trips to Paris and Albstedt. We met up
again in Albstedt in the SSC (Schwule
dancing naked around an open fire
Sommer Camp) which ‘Nuff found to
his new life as a gay man at the age be a dreadful, I agreed-But not every at midnight of the Millennium. A
one is cut out to be a færie-and ‘nuff cherished memory that he held deeply and
of 61.
was just that.
shared openly; not a natural or easy response for
He quickly made many gay friends with ease
Færies tend to live several lives, not Nuff.
and took it on himself to explore gay life in every
like a cat but more like Sybill. Neither
form. I was amazed at some his stories often
the hetero-normative reality (which
delivered with a wry smile and a throaty chuck‘nuff knew well) nor the Gay main - Nuff’s delight in exploring drag and differ le. Within a year he seemed established and
stream (which ‘nuff had some dis - ent aspects of his personality was fuelled by the
settled to some degree, with a wide network of
comfort with) embrace tenets of Köln carnival experience of 2001 dressing as
gay friends.
Færiedom as we [re]invent it beyond
Life was not entirely smooth. Nuff struggled with
Patsy from Absolutely Fabulous complete with
the late Harry Hays’ vision[s]. Thus
alcohol abuse over many years previously.
shopping accessories. He showed me once a
there can be many closets we can
Having abstained for 7 years it was a shock to
delightful photo from that weekend illustrating his
inhabit. ‘nuff had some of those clos find him back on the bottle. News of his much
self amusement in creating a gentle public specets and more. He drank only soft
cherished insurance business which he and a
tacle; in the photo he is dressed in refined
drinks in my presence both in london
friend started from nothing, seemed set for
evening drag surrounded by a straight theatre
and in Germany. After my 2 year inti decline in 1999. The impact on Nuff seemed
audience - only he is looks full into the camera,
[continued on next page]
inescapable; despite being retired, the strong
grinning from ear to ear. I was so proud of him;
paternal relationship between himself and his staff of the small
all the more so given his conventional background
company left him feeling responsible. He took it badly. Having
and Naval career . (I would love to see that photo again).
seemingly weathered that storm, he disclosed feelings of deep
loneliness compounded by disillusionment with the gay scene.
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[continued on next page]
of South London to less ostentatious surroundings in East London. He had bought a derelict
shop and house and designed its refurbishment;
a huge project that took a good deal of his time
and energy.
It was there in Roman Road that he established

Nuff met George in 2001 and spent the following years in
relationship with him. This seemed to settle and soothe Nuff∂s
sense of unease. George motivated Nuff to plan and write about travel which he loved,
write a children∂s book
that had been merely
an idea for many
years, to consider
using his vocal talents
for film and television
work, and to start on
extensive
historical
research project that
often took Nuff to
Paris.
Protracted business
problems continued to
plagued Nuff∂s conscience although free
from financial responsibility, privately he
found
personal
responsibility too much
to bear. Failure to
attend the Albstedt
2001 gathering due to illness was a great disappointment. Much later
he revealed the extent of his re-addiction to alcohol that prevented
travelling fromParis to the gathering that year.
Again in Autumn of 2002, Nuff seemed to be struggling. Having
worked closely with Tinkerbell to host the Equinox ritual he failed to
appear as planned on Sunday night, 23 September. From the silence
and lack of communication it was becoming clear that maybe he was
on a downward spiral. I mistakenly thought it was just matter of time
before he would recover. As the following events became clear that
was not to be the case.
George later told me that Nuff had indeed returned to alcohol despite
previous success at a rehab clinic a few months earlier. By mid week
he was in a bad way, lacking the will to help himself and beyond the
help of his partner. On Saturday 28th September Nuff∂s body was
found by George on his return. He had died alone probably the previous day. The cause has never been made clear; possibly a lack or
overdose of cardiac medication, or simply from excessive alcohol, I
am not sure which.
Nuff∂s

sudden and unexpected death has certainly left a

vacuum, a void where until very recently there was once a sparkling
Faerie full of largess, wit and a plethora of subversive humour. Now
there is but an empty space. Many will miss this extraordinary Færie
much.

With many fond memories, Tallulah
The story of dear Nuff's passing is really sad.
He died in not very pretty circumstances - the more to pull from my
heart strong feelings of sympathy and understanding, along with
prayers for healing, greeting and just "hello there, Nuff, I SEE you!"
Nuff had been drinking for about a week by the time we came to do
the Equinox Ritual on 22 September. By the following Wednesday he
was in a fairly bad way when his boyfriend, George, was with him drinking and smoking, coughing and choking. There was a bit of a
row. George made him some dinner and food for the next day, and
left.
He had heard nothing from Nuff by Saturday, so went round to check
how things were. He found him more or less in the same place as he
had left him on Wednesday. Nuff had evidently drunk himself into a
stupor and couldn't get to the bathroom nor could he take his
heart pills. When the ambulance came, the medics said he had
been dead for about thirty-six hours. That goes back to Thursday
evening.
So poor Nuff died alone and probably feeling ALONE. He 25

destroyed himself, caught in the down-spiralling grip of addiction.
Some new possibilities were apparently opening up in his life and
George was being supportive. But I can see how something like this
can be more powerful than any thing. I wonder if, had he survived
this binge, he might have had enough incentive to seek out something like AA. Oh what
a shame! I shall miss
his elegance, generosity, his chuckle and his
humour.
We were going to
make the Equinox DgiDgi Disc at Nuff’s
house but, because of
what was going on,
had to make alternative
plans and carry on
without his contribution.
Lula,
Marko,
Philippe, Max and I
went to Villa Lula
where we were joined
by some of Lula’s
housemates. We made
a beautiful disc.
Just over two weeks
later on the evening before Nuff's funeral, Spin, Lula, Marga and
myself had a meditation for Nuff and dedicated the disc to his memory. In the normal course of events, he would have been involved in
its making. This would have been the third disc to have been made

at Chateau Nuff. Spin and Lula took a feather from each of the three
feather boa's in the centre of the room to lay on his coffin as a quiet
token from each of us, as well as a very small bell as a gift from
Faerie brothers.
They have been buried with him in Blackheath, London.
God AND Goddess bless Nuff!!! Blessed be he!
macy with an alcoholic I still
knew the signs beyond the
glass-and sadly those were
still and always present. I
believe ‘nuff needed to say
goodbye for perhaps personal
reasons we may never know. I
believe his time with us was
special for us as well as for
him in his growth as a humanperhaps there was joy and
sadness mixed within one
soul. I ask myself, knowing
full well I have other Færie
brethren/sisters with the same
issues, if they too will choose
to end their lives, some of us
will do with drink others with
sex, both with pleasure. These
events are beyond our per vue as Færies and loving
people. This is not group
therapy, this is life.Ccp

Tinkerbell

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Christine Moon
Singer-Songwriter&Queer
Cabaret Artiste
Available for performance work
moonbeams@ukonline.co.uk
Tel: 0044 114 255 5585
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Shaggy
28yo longhaired Færie-boy vis iting NL, SE, DK, FI, & DE in
April – May 2003, seeking to
visit & heart-connect with
Færies & intentional communities. Interests: bodywork,
renewable energy, sustainable
living, drumming, dancing, selfdevelopment, cultural
exchange. Californian Fed up
with Amerikan government,
seeking alternate & sane viewpoints. shaggy@hipfaerie.net
www.hipfaerie.net
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
CONTACTS POINTS:
Eurofæries Netherlands
Contact: Habibi Ding
j.ferguson@chello.nl
(English/Dutch)
P.O. Box 2721
1000CS Amsterdam
Netherlands
Eurofæries France
efthimios@aol.com
EFc/o Kalos 7rue Payenne
Paris 75003 France
tel.[33](0)1.40270295
Eurofæries Berlin
ButchBuddha or Cocopierre
howaberlin@hotmail.com
cocopierre2000@yahoo.com
RheingoldFæries
Bonn/Cologne/Dusseldorf
Germany
rheingoldFæries@Lycos.de
Eurofæries BalticCircle
viking_diva@hotmail.com

World Wide Web Internet Surfing
[please submit your surfing discoveries for future issues]
(www)Draghead(?)
(see inset picture) is an extinct Færie publication that had its last
issue in 1997 but may be viewed (in part s) on the web. Impressed
by Jane aka “Starbutt”, I felt his ass should be imortalized in MpZ.
I’ve misplaced the URL! My apologies. woop dear it is! help!
http://www.sexuality.org/l/lesbigay/faeries.html
Long thourough description of (usa)faeries with good contradictions
http://www.kandayata.net/faeries/faeries11.htm
very cool thread with much in German/auf Deutsch
http://www.kandayata.net/
is the main site and wonderfully large site that includes a link to our
Eurofaerie.org site.
http://www.eskimo.com/~davidk/faeries/thyber/thyber4.htm
Towards the middle is an interesting essay on being a (bio)girl
Færie (by Janibeth) among Færie Phags. the Ups and the downs.
http://www.gayguides.com/houstonfaeries/about.html
here is one of the more thoughtful descriptions of Rad fae
Websites of Interest on The Dutchess:
http://www.nytimes.com/2002/12/29/magazine/29HAY.html?ex=1042
356289&ei=1&en=fe69dce658b054e6
This is an interesting article by Armisted Maupin worth viewing
http://www.radfae.org/harry.htm
this one crashed my computer waiting for daisies to download-but
has some nice pics.
http://www.radfae.org/rememberharry
A list of stories, prayers and memories will be compiled and put
together on this website.
http://www.radfae.org/harry.htm
with a great family picture of him and partner Burnside. Several
obits including a scathing one , the Boston Phoenix (M. Bronsk)i

http://groups.msn.com/EuroFaeries

c/o Viking Diva
PO Box 3698,10501 Tallin
Estonia
Irish Radical Facries
An Sidheog
71 Ballyculter Road
Loughkeelan,
Downnpatrick
County Down BT30 7BD,
Northern Ireland
Færies@dissid.net
www.beyond-thepale.co.uk/egregious3.htm

Edward Carpenter
Community / BM ECC
London WC1N 3XX
United Kingdom (UK)
www.edwardcarpenter
community.org.uk
info@edwardcarpentercommu-

nity.org.uk
Tel.(UK) [44](0)8703-215121

Australian Færy Sanctuar y
Heading downunder? we'd love to wel come you to our NEW Sanctuary- 130
acres of beautiful bushland in NE NSW-

contact us for details - Love & Light færie
air kisses
Australian Radical Færies PO Box 495
Nimbin 2480 NSW 02 66897070 -87
Hetherington Rd Wadeville NSW 2474
ozFæries@yahoo.com
Quarterly newsletter “Fae Raves” Subs,

Donations, Membership, Support see
www. geocities.com/ozfæries for details

Færie Sanctuaries (USA)

www.rfdmag.
org/index.
html a pioneering zine

Short Mountain Sanctuary
247 Sanctuary Lane
Liberty, Tennessee (TN) 37095 USA
Telephone:[1](615)563-4397 Messages
only
Vermont Radical Faeries
P.O. Box 531
Winooski, Vermont
www.Færiecampdestiny.org
PHONE: Call the millbillies at
Telephone:[1](802)295-7105
Wolf Creek Sanctuary
P.O. Box 312
Wolf Creek, Oregon (OR) 97497 USA
www.nomenus.org
E-MAIL: nomenus@budget.net
Telephone:[1](541)866-2678
Zuni Mountain Sanctuary
P.O. Box 636
Ramah, New Mexico (NM)87321 USA
www.zms.org
E-MAIL: zunimtn@cia-g.com
Telephone:[1]505-783-4002
Chicago Faerie Circle
(Kale) PO Box 607282
Chicago, Illinois (IL) 60660-7282
www.geocities.com/
Faeriechicago
E-MAIL: chicago@radicalFærie.com
Miami Faerie Contacts
Kelpie House
6700 SW 52nd St.
Miami, Florida (FL) 33155USA
Telephone:[1]305-667-7601
COMMENTS: Ask for Gawen, the
Innkeeper.
NYC Circle of Radical Faeries
c/o the FaerieGram
PO Box 150296
Brooklyn, New York (NY) 11215 USA
www.radicalFæries.net
communities.msn.com/radicalFæriesnyc
Telephone:[1]718-625-4505
Moon Circle - Los Angeles
Los Angeles, California (CA)
www.mooncircle.net
Southern California Area Radical Faeries
(SCARF)
Faerie Dish Rag (FDR)
PO Box 26807
Los Angeles, CA90026 USA
E-MAIL: socaradfae@aol.com
Telephone:[1]213-666-1350
COMMENTS: Also email
faedishrag@aol.com.
Seattle Fairy Phone
Seattle, Washington
(WA)USA
Telephone:[1]206-366-2132
COMMENTS: Event tape for
the Seattle area.
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SHARE
SUPPORT
PRINT
MAIL
DONATE
TO KEEP THE
MpZ AS A
RECORD FOR
OUR HISTORies

Do you have
“Balls” ? or a
good “Head”?

SUBMIT
PHOTOS
ARTICLES
ADS
CALLS FOR
Eurofærie
EVENTS &
MORE NOW

Note*
If you would like
future MpZ you MUST
request for a sub scription by eMail
mpz@eurofaerie.de

digital Newsletter

NEXT Marieposa Zeitung Theme: «MAGIC»
send your fotos articles ads etc to: editor at cocopierre@eurofaerie.de

DEADLINE: Thurs.May15,2003
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«My own WAR : My own FREEDOM!»
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